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The Hubble Spae Telesope observations of the nearby galaxy group M 81/M
82 and its viinity indiate that the expansion outow around the group is dominated
by the antigravity of the dark energy bakground. The loal density of dark energy
in the area is estimated to be near the global dark energy density or perhaps exatly
equal to it. This onlusion agrees well with our previous results for the Loal group
viinity and the viinity of the Cen A/M 83 group.
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1 Introdution
Dark energy was disovered in SN Ia observations at large osmologial distanes,
halfway to the osmi horizon [1,2℄. The disovery was onrmed by the WMAP
observations of the osmi mirowave bakground isotropy [3,4℄. It was found that
dark energy ontributes 70-80% the total energy of the observed Universe [1-4℄.
Dark energy drives the aelerated expansion of the Universe now and for the
last 7 Gyr of the osmi history. The physial nature and mirosopi struture of
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dark energy are entirely unknown. Its existene was not predited by the urrent
standard model of partile physis; the model annot explain either the value of
the observed dark energy density. It may only be assumed that dark energy reets
somehow the uniation of gravity with the other fundamental fores and/or the
eets of quantum physis (see, for instane, a review [5℄). In partiular, presently
disussed ideas link the origin of dark energy with the interplay between gravity
and eletroweak physis in the very early Universe at the osmi age of a few
pioseonds [6℄.
Remarkably enough, the marosopi properties of dark energy are well known
and may be desribed in a rather omplete way. Indeed, aording to the simplest,
straightforward and quite likely interpretation, dark energy is equivalent to the
Einstein osmologial onstant Λ, and it may be onsidered as a medium with the
onstant uniform density:
ρV = Λ/(8piG) > 0. (1)
The dark energy equation of state has the form [7℄:
pV = −ρV . (2)
Here pV is the dark energy pressure, G is the gravitational onstant and the speed
of light c = 1.
The medium with the equation of state given by Eq.(2) is vauum [7℄: the rest
and motion are not disriminated relative to this medium. The energy density of
vauum is invariant: it is the same in any referene frame. It was suggested [8℄ that
the Λ-vauum might be idential to the physial vauum of the quantum elds;
however this idea has not yet been proved or disproved.
It also follows from Eq.(2) that the vauum produes antigravity. Aording to
General Relativity, the eetive gravitating density is determined by both density
and pressure of the medium in ombination:
ρV + 3pV = −2ρV < 0. (3)
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Antigravity is due to the fat that the eetive density of vauum is negative. This
means that two partiles embedded in the vauum will move apart eah other with
aeleration, if they are initially at rest relative to eah other. It is the antigravity
of dark energy that makes the Universe expand with aeleration.
The Hubble magnitude-redshift diagram obtained with the SN Ia observations
[1,2℄ shows that antigravity of dark energy and the gravity of matter (baryons
and dark matter) balane eah other for a moment at the redshift zV ≃ 0.7. The
balane ondition is
ρM(zV )− 2ρV = 0, (4)
where ρM is the matter density. Sine the matter density sales with redshift as
(1 + z)3 and the present-day matter density is onsidered known, ρM(z = 0) ≃
0.3× 10−29 g m−3, the estimate of the dark energy density omes from Eq.(4):
ρV =
1
2
ρM(z = 0)(1 + zV )
3
≃ 0.7× 10−29 g/cm3. (5)
If dark energy is indeed equivalent to the osmologial onstant, it exists
everywhere in spae with the same perfetly uniform density (Eq.5), and all osmi
systems are imbedded in the uniform dark energy bakground. We demonstrated
[9-20℄ that the presene of dark energy on relatively small sales ould be reognized
observationally due to its eet on the struture and dynamis of the Hubble ow
of expansion. Dark energy dominates the dynamis of the expansion not only in the
Universe as a whole, but also within the osmi ell of uniformity on spatial sales
≤ 100− 300 Mp. Beause of this, the ow has a regular struture: it follows the
Hubble linear veloity-distane law, and the expansion rate (the Hubble onstant)
is approximately the same on pratially all the spatial sale where the ow is
observed.
It is well-known that the expansion ow starts at distanes of a few Mp
from us, in the viinity of the Loal groups of galaxies. These very loal sales
of the expansion are espeially interesting. Systemati observations of distanes
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and motions of galaxies in the Loal Group and in the ow around it have been
arried out over the last years with the Hubble Spae Telesope (HST) during
more than 200 orbital periods [21-36℄. High preision measurements were made
of the radial veloities (with 1-2 km/s auray) and distanes (8-10 % auray)
for about 200 galaxies of the Loal Group and neighbors from 0 to 7 Mp from
the group baryenter. We use these data to detet dark energy and estimate its
density at the shortest distanes.
In our lose galati viinity, the gravity is produed by the matter (dark matter
and baryons) of the Loal group, and the antigravity is produed by the loal dark
energy bakground. The eet of dark energy is strong there. The veloity-distane
diagram based on the HST data [21-36℄ indiates [9-11℄ that the loal gravity-
antigravity balane takes plae at a distane RV whih is between 1 and 2 Mp
from the Loal group barysenter; RV is the radius of the zero-gravity sphere around
the Loal group [9-20℄. At the smaller distanes, the gravity of matter ontrols the
dynamis of the bound and quasi-stationary group, while at the larger distanes,
the antigravity of dark energy dominates and ontrols the dynamis of the loal
expansion ow.
With the known value of the zero-gravity radius RV and the measured mass of
the Loal group MLG = (1.3 ± 0.3) × 10
12M⊙ [22,34℄, we estimate the loal dark
energy density [12℄ around the Loal group:
ρ¯V =
3MLG
8piR3V
= (0.2− 1)× 10−29 g/cm3. (6)
The loal density of dark energy proves to be near, if not exatly equal to, the
global gure of Eq.5. This result is ompletely independent of, ompatible with,
and omplementary to the largest-distane observations [1,2℄. Note that in both
global and loal ases, the estimates have a diret harater (ontrary to the result
[3,4℄) and follow essentially the same logi based on the ondition of the gravity-
antigravity balane (Eq.4).
The HST data [21-36℄ may also be used to the study of the expansion outows
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around other galaxy groups in the loal volume. We have reently studied the
outow around the group known as the Cen A/M83 omplex [19℄ and demonstrated
that the dynamial struture of the ow is signiantly aeted by the antigravity
of the dark energy bakground. The loal density of dark energy has been estimated
to be near the global osmologial density, or exatly equal to it,  in agreement
with the result (Eq.6) of the Loal group studies.
In the present paper, we use the HST observations [21-36℄ and extend our
studies to the nearby M81/M82 galaxy group and its viinity. In Se.2, we give a
general disussion of the dark energy domination eet on the expansion ows
within the osmi ell of uniformity; in Se.3, the basi data on the outow
around the M81/M82 group are presented and analyzed; in Se.4 the results are
summarized.
2 Expansion ows dominated by dark energy
It has long been reognized and reently onrmed [37-48℄ that the regular (`ool')
ow of expansion is learly seen from a few Mp distane up to the limits of the
observed Universe. At all these distanes, the ow preserves its kinemati identity:
1) it follows the Hubble linear veloity-distane relation, and 2) the expansion rate
(the Hubble fator) is the same  within the measurement errors  for both loal
and global sales. This is puzzling beause the regular osmologial expansion ould
only be expeted beyond the sale of the osmi ell of uniformity, at distanes
≥ 100 − 300 Mp where the matter distribution is statistially uniform and the
Universe is isotropi on average. How may the ow be regular within the ell of
uniformity where the matter distribution is highly irregular and haoti?
This problem whih is referred to as the Hubble-Sandage paradox has found its
solution with the disovery of dark energy. We argue [9-15℄ that the dark energy
bakground with its perfetly uniform density makes the Universe muh more
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uniform than it might seem from the matter distribution only. It is important that
the dark energy density is onsiderably higher than the mean matter density even
inside the ell of matter uniformity, exept the areas of strong matter onentrations
like galaxies, galaxy groups or lusters. Beause of the dark energy domination,
the Universe may be desribed  in the rst and main approximation  by the
Friedmann isotropi model on all sales larger than, say, 5-10 Mp. And so on all
these sales, one may expet the Hubble ow of expansion with the Hubble fator:
H = HV [1 + ρM/ρV ]
1/2, (7)
where
HV = (
8piG
3
ρV )
1/2 = 64± 3 km/s/Mpc (8)
is the `universal' expansion rate whih is determined by the dark energy density
alone. Here the dark energy density is taken as ρV = (0.75 ± 0.07)× 10
−29g/cm3
[4℄; it is also taken into aount that the osmologial expansion proeeds in the
paraboli regime orresponding to the at o-moving spae [1-4℄. At the present
epoh, t = t0 ≃ 14 Gyr, the ratio ρM/ρV ≃ 1/3, whih leads to
H(t0) ≃ 74± 6 km/s/Mpc. (9)
This gure agrees very well with the most preise urrent measurements of the
`global' expansion rate reported by the WMAP [4℄: HG = 74± 4 km/s/Mp.
Aording to Sandage's et al. [42℄, the expansion rate is H0 = 64±7 km/s/Mp
in the sale interval from 4 to 200 Mp. This observational gure is also rather lose
to the theory values of Eqs.8-9. Suh a oinidene looks impressive, espeially if
one takes into aount how dierent the ways are in whih the gures HG, H0 and
H(t0) are obtained. The onsiderations above suggest that the two observed values
for the expansion rate, HG and H0, are lose to eah other beause eah of them
is lose to the universal value determined by the dark energy density alone.
The argument may be inverted: one may onsider the regular expansion ow
on the sales 4-200 Mp as an indiation on a physial fator that ats on all these
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sales and makes the ow regular with a ommon expansion rate, despite the
irregularity of the matter distribution. Then, in the rst and main approximation,
one may identify the universal rate HV with the observed expansion rate on these
sales H0, and nd from this identity the estimate of the loal dark energy density:
ρ¯V ≃
3
8piG
H2
0
∼ 10−29 g/cm3. (10)
This estimate shows that the loal density is near the global density of dark
energy. The result is ompletely independent of the global density measurements
[1-4℄; it indiates that the dark energy density may really be the same on both
loal and global sales.
Let us turn now to the smallest spatial sales, 1-3 Mp, on whih the Hubble
expansion ow takes its start. It is lear that osmology onsiderations desribed
above annot be applied diretly to these sales. Indeed, in our lose galaxy viinity,
our Galaxy, the Milky Way, and the Andromeda galaxy move towards eah other,
and galaxies around them form a group, the Loal group, in whih there is no
general expansion. The loal expansion outow starts in a lose viinity of the
group. Aording to the HST data [23,34℄, the `very loal' expansion rateHL = 72±
6 km/s/Mp. Note again a lose oinidene of the expansion rates H(t0), HG, H0
and HL whih are found ompletely independently of eah other.
The loal dynamial bakground of the expansion outow is ontrolled by the
gravity of the entral group and the antigravity of the dark energy bakground in
whih all the galaxies of the group and the ow are embedded [9-20℄. Considering
only the most important dynamial fators, we may take the gravity eld of the
group as nearly entrally-symmetri and stati (this is a good approximation
to reality, as exat omputer simulations prove [16-18℄. Then, aording to the
Newtonian gravity law, a galaxy of the ow is given an aeleration
FN = −GM/R
2, (11)
at its distane R from the group baryenter (whih is the origin of the adopted
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referene frame).
The loal antigravity is produed by the dark energy of vauum with the
uniform loal density ρ¯V . Aording to the `Einstein antigravity law', the dark
energy produes aeleration
FE = G2ρ¯V (
4pi
3
R3)/R2 =
8pi
3
Gρ¯VR, (12)
where −2ρ¯V is the loal eetive gravitating density of dark energy (for details see
[9-11℄). Eqs.11,12 desribe the fore eld in the terms of the Newtonian mehanis;
a General Relativity equivalent is given by the stati Shwarzshild-de Sitter spae-
time [11℄.
It is seen from Eqs.11 and 12 that the gravitational fore (∝ 1/R2) dominates
over the antigravity fore (∝ R) at small distanes, and the aeleration is negative
there. At large distanes, antigravity dominates, and the aeleration is positive.
Gravity and antigravity balane eah other, so the aeleration is zero, at the
zero-gravity surfae whih has the radius
RV = (
3
8pi
M/ρ¯V )
1/3. (13)
The zero-gravity surfae remains almost unhanged sine the formation of galaxy
groups some 10-12 Gyr ago, as the omputer simulations [16-18℄ indiate.
The zero-gravity radius RV is a loal spatial ounterpart of the `global' redshift
zV : the both reet the gravity-antigravity balane. However, there is a signiant
dierene between the global Friedmann theory and the loal theory of Eqs.11-13.
Indeed, the global gravity eld is uniform and time-dependent, while the loal eld
is non-uniform and stati. Globally, the gravity-antigravity balane takes plae only
at one proper-time moment (at z = zV ) in the whole Universe. On the ontrary, the
loal gravity-antigravity balane exists sine the formation of the entral group,
but only at one distane (R = RV ).
Aording to our approah [9-20℄, the motions of the ow galaxies originate from
the early days of the galaxy group when its major and minor galaxies partiipated
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in violent non-linear dynamis with multiple ollisions and mergers. Our theory
and omputer simulations inorporate the onept of the `Little Bang' [49,50℄ as
a model for the origin of the loal expansion ow. The model shows that some of
the dwarf galaxies managed to esape from the gravitational potential well of the
group after having gained esape veloity from the non-stationary gravity eld of
the forming group.
When the esaped galaxies our beyond the zero-gravity surfae (R > RV ),
their motion is ontrolled mainly by the dark energy antigravity and their trajetories
are nearly radial there. The trend of the dynamial evolution ontrolled by dark
energy is seen from the fat that (as Eqs.11-13 show) at large enough distanes
where antigravity dominates over gravity almost ompletely, the veloities of the
ow are aelerated and nally they grow with time exponentially: V ∝ exp[H¯V t].
Beause of this, the expansion ow aquires the linear veloity-distane relation
asymptotially: V → H¯VR. Here the value H¯V = (
8piG
3
ρ¯V )
1/2
appears as the loal
expansion rate (ompare Eq.8) whih is onstant and determined by the loal dark
energy density.
Finally, if the loal and global densities of the dark energy are indeed idential,
ρ¯V = ρV , the small-sale expansion ow around a galaxy group (or a luster)
beomes a osmologial phenomenon whih is onsistent with the whole dynamis
of the Universe. In this way, the dark energy antigravity takes the ontrol over
the expansion ows on pratially all spatial sales  from a few Mp to the
observation horizon  and tends to give them the ommon expansion rate HV
whih is determined by the dark energy density alone.
3 M 81/M 82 group and the outow around it
The M 81/M 82 galaxy group has reently been systematially observed, alongside
with other nearby groups, with the use of the HST [21-36℄. The data on the
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group are summarized in the Catalog of Neighboring Galaxies [33℄ and the reent
paper [22℄. This is one the losest groups in the loal Universe. Its baryenter is
loated at the distane about 3.5 Mp from the Loal group baryenter. The M
81/M 82 group ontains two major galaxies, M 81 and M 82, whih have masses
MM81 ≃ 7×10
11M⊙ andMM82 ≃ 4×10
11M⊙, respetively [21℄. They are separated
by the distane of about 40 kp and move towards eah other with the relative
radial veloity of about 240 km/s. This massive galaxy binary is similar to the
major galaxy binary of the Loal group formed by the Milky Way and the M 31
galaxy; but the M 81 and M 82 galaxies are onsiderably loser to eah other and
onsequently their relative veloity is (two times) larger than that for the Milky
Way and the M 31 galaxy. The M 81/M 82 binary is surrounded by a family of
smaller galaxies; 18 of them have preise veloities and distanes measured with
the use of the HST [22,33℄. The binary and the galaxies around it form a group
whih is elongated in shape with the largest size of about 2 Mp aross. The mean
veloity dispersion in the group is near 70 km/s.
The viinity of the group up to the 3-4 Mp from the group baryenter has also
been observed with the use of the HST [22,33℄. Around the group, dwarf galaxies
are loated, and 22 of them have preise veloities and distanes measured with the
use of the HST [22,33℄. These outer smaller galaxies move from the group forming
a regular expansion outow.
Observational data [22,33℄ on the veloities and distanes for the M 81/M 82
group and the outow around it are presented in the Hubble diagram of Fig.1.
The veloities and distanes are given relative to the group baryenter. The ow
of expansion is learly seen in Fig.1 at the distanes 1.5-3 Mp from the group
baryenter. The ow reveals the linear veloity-distane relation (the Hubble law)
with the expansion rate HL = 60 ± 5 km/s/Mp. The ow is ool enough: the
veloity dispersion is about 30 km/s; as this value is aeted signiantly by the
distane determination errors, the true value is still lower.
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Sine the major part of the total mass of the group and the ow is onentrated
in the entral lose binary, the gravity eld produed by the group is pratially
spherial at distanes ∼ 1 Mp and more from the group baryenter. Beause of
this, the simple relations of Se.2 may be used as a good approximation for the
desription of the dynamial bakground of the ow. With the general relation of
Eq.13, one may estimate the zero-gravity radius for the M 81/M 82 group. Taking
the mass of the group M = MM81 + MM82 ≃ 1 × 10
12M⊙ and the dark energy
density ρV = 0.75× 10
−29g/cm3, we nd: RV ≃ 1 Mp.
Aording to the onsiderations of the setion above, the members of the galaxy
group must be loated within the zero-gravity surfae, and this is really obvious
from Fig.1. In partiular, all the galaxies with negative veloities are loated within
the zero-gravity sphere. The onsiderations of Se.2 indiate as well that the ow
of expansion is expeted to approah the linear veloity-distane relation outside
the zero-gravity surfae where the antigravity of dark energy is stronger than the
gravity of the group matter. Indeed, Fig.1 shows that the linear veloity-distane
relation emerges from the distane R ≃ 1.5 − 2 Mp, and all the galaxies at the
distanes R > 1.5 Mp move apart of the group.
The theory of Se.2 makes a denite predition: the expansion rate at distanes
R > 1.5−2Mp must be near the universal expansion rateHV = 64±3 km/s/Mp,
if dark energy has the same density everywhere in spae. The data of Fig.1 agree
well with this predition, sine HL ≃ HV . On the other hand, identifying the
observed loal value HL with the value H¯V (see Se.3), one may get an estimate
of the loal density of dark energy in the area around the M 81/M 82 group:
ρ¯V = (
3
8piG
H2L)
1/2 = (0.6± 0.2)× 10−29 g/cm−3. (14)
As we see, the loal density ρ¯V is very near the global density ρV , if not oiniding
with it exatly.
The theory makes also another spei predition: the veloities of the loal
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expansion ow must be not less than a minimal veloity Vesc:
Vesc = (
2GM
RV
)1/2(
R
RV
)1/2[1 +
1
2
(
R
RV
)3 −
3
2
(
R
RV
)]1/2. (15)
The minimal veloity orresponds to the minimal total mehanial energy,
Eesc = −
3
2
GM
RV
, (16)
needed for a partile to esape from the gravitational potential well of the group.
Due to the antigravity of dark energy, this energy is negative. The ondition V ≥
Vesc is omfortably satised, if one assumes that ρ¯V = ρV and also adopts somewhat
larger value for the total mass of the group, namely M = MM81 +MM82 = 1.3 ×
1012M⊙ (whih is within the limits of its observational determination). Then the
zero-gravity radius RV = 1.3 Mp. With this mass and the assumed dark energy
density, all the galaxies of the ow are loated above the ritial line Vesc(R) showed
by a bold urve in Fig.1. The ritial veloity is zero at the distane R = RV = 1.3
Mp.
On the other hand, a lear struture of the Hubble diagram of Fig.1 enables
to reognize independently the position of the zero-gravity sphere in the diagram.
Indeed, sine the zero-gravity surfae lies outside the group volume, it should be
that RV > 1 Mp. The fat that the linear veloity-distane relation is seen from a
distane of about, say, 2 Mp suggests that RV < 2 Mp. If so, Eq.13 leads diretly
to the robust upper (from R > 2 Mp) and lower (R < 3 Mp) limits of the loal
dark energy density:
0.2 < ρ¯V < 1× 10
−29 g/cm3. (17)
This result is in good agreement with the estimate of Eq.14 and the onsiderations
above. The lower limit in Eq.17 is most signiant: it means that the dark energy
does exist in the area. In ombination, both limits imply that the value of the loal
dark energy density is near the value of the global dark energy density, or may be
exatly equal to it.
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One may see from Fig.1 that the struture of the ow follows the trend of the
minimal veloity: the linear regression line of the ow (the thin line in Fig.1) is
nearly parallel to the minimal veloity urve, at R > RV . It may easily be seen from
the theory of Se.2 that in the limit of large distanes, the minimal veloity and
the real veloity of the ow galaxies have a ommon asymptoti, V = Vesc = HVR,
independently on the initial onditions of the galaxy motions.
For a omparison, a minimal esape veloity, (2GM
RV
)1/2( R
RV
)1/2, is showed in
Fig.1 for a `no-vauum model' with zero dark energy density (dashed line). The
real ow is obviously ignores the trend of the minimal veloity in this ase: the
veloities of the ow grow with distane, while the minimal veloity dereases. It is
seen also that two galaxies of the ow at R > RV violate obviously the no-vauum
model: they are loated below the dashed line, in the diagram. This omparison is
learly in favor of the vauum model and against the model with no dark energy.
4 Conlusions
As is well-known, galaxy groups and their lose environment are more or less
similar to eah others in the loal Universe [51-54℄. Similar onlusion follows also
from large N-body ΛCDM osmologial simulations [55-60℄. The struture with a
massive galaxy group (or luster) in its enter and a ool expansion outow outside
 a `Hubble ell' [19℄  seems to be harateristi for the loal Universe.
High auray observations of the loal volume with the use of the HST [21-36℄
enabled us to study the Loal Group and the ool expansion outow around it
as an arhetypial example of the struture. The major new physis here is the
presene of dark energy and its domination in the dynamis of the expansion ows.
The basi physial quantity of the ell is the zero-gravity radius RV introdued
in [9-13℄. For the Loal Hubble ell, RV = 1.25 Mp. The entral group of the
ell is loated within the zero-gravity surfae (R < RV ) and ontrolled mostly by
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the gravity of the group matter (dark matter and baryons). The ool expansion
outow develops outside the surfae (R > RV ), and its struture and evolution are
determined mainly by the antigravity of the dark energy bakground. The HST
observations [22,33℄ enable us also to study a similar dynamial struture in the
area of the Cen A/M 83 galaxy group [19℄; the third lear example of the struture
is demonstrated above in the present paper.
Our observations and analysis of the three nearby Hubble ells lead to the
following onlusions: 1) dark energy is denitely present in the loal Universe on
the spatial sales of a few Mp; 2) the antigravity of dark energy dominates the
dynamis of the expansion outows on these sales; 3) the loal density of dark
energy is near the global density of dark energy or perhaps exatly equal to it.
The onlusions form a strong evidene for dark energy as osmi vauum whih
is equivalent to the Einstein osmologial onstant.
The work of A.C., V.D. and L.D. was partly supported by a RFBR grant
06-02-16366.
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Figure aption
Fig.1. The Hubble veloity-distane diagram for the M 81/M 82 galaxy group and
its viinity, aording to the HST observations [22,33℄. The veloities and distanes
are given relative to the group baryenter. The galaxies of the group are loated
within the zero-gravity sphere of the radius RV = 1.32 Mp. The ow of expansion
starts in the outskirts of the group; all the galaxies at distanes R > RV Mp move
apart of the group (positive veloities). The ow reveals the linear veloity-distane
relation (see also the text).
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